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President's Column
By Steve Fairbairn
Summer is over and a new and very different GVWG woodturning season is upon us. That means it is time
for all of us to renew our memberships. During these challenging times, funds raised from membership dues
are critical for the GVWG to be able to continue to provide the services you have come to enjoy. By the time
you read this you will have received an email with the information you will need to be able to renew your
membership by either cheque or eTransfer.
While thinking about what to write for this column, I began to reflect on the past year and it made my head
spin. Last September the GVWG Board began looking into what we need to do to be able to offer remote interactive demonstrations (IRD’s) to our physical Guild meetings at the Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall. Many popular demonstrators had already begun streaming their presentations over the internet and we wanted to be part
of that movement. Little did we know that in only a few short months we would be forced to completely move
our meetings and demonstrations online. While we are all looking forward to the time when we can meet in
person again, for the foreseeable future we must remain an online organization while still remaining relevant,
engaging and a valuable resource for our members.
We’ve come a long way since we had to cancel our March 2020 meeting when our meeting place became a
hospital overflow centre. Our last in-person meeting was our Annual General Meeting in February where we
elected new Board members. I don’t think any of us had any idea what was in store for us just one, short
month later. Thanks to the determination, commitment, imagination and creativity of a handful of amazing
members, both on and off the Board, we were able to put the technology and processes in place to move our
Guild on-line for our first virtual meeting in April. It was an amazing feat and, although there were a few hiccups along the way, we pulled it off. Without the commitment of these people, and the active participation of
our membership, I’m sure that we would not have succeeded to the extent that we have.
Forefront on the minds of the Board during the past several months was how to continue to bring value to our
members in this new paradigm. Our primary goals have been, and continue to be, to:
•
•
•
•

keep our membership engaged through interesting and relevant presentations,
continue to facilitate the social connections that exist between our members,
allow members to continue to show off their recent work in our Instant Galleries, and
challenge your creativity through our monthly President’s Challenge.

I like to think we have been relatively successful in these goals despite the obstacles.

While we initially attempted to model our virtual meetings on our physical meetings, it quickly became apparent that some things that work in person don’t translate well in a virtual environment. We learned very quickly that we could not cram everything we offer in our physical meetings into a reasonable amount of time at a
virtual meeting.
As our online meetings have evolved, we have settled into the following routine:
•
•

Monthly meetings that include a short business update and announcements, a main demonstration
and a modified gallery viewing of the Instant Gallery and President’s Challenge.
Every other monthly meeting will feature a demonstration/presentation from an out-of-town guest
(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

•

•

turner.
Tech Talk has been moved to a separate meeting on the Monday evening following our monthly
meetings. They have been well attended and lively. If you’ve never attended a Tech Talk I urge you
to check it out to share information about all sorts of new tools, gizmos, techniques or present your
technical problems for group advice.
To facilitate the social aspects that many members enjoy at our physical meetings, every Thursday
evening (except meeting nights) we hold an online Dessert Chat meeting with no agenda other than
talking shop and general chit chat. The Dessert Chats have been gaining in popularity and can be
quite entertaining. It is a great place to seek turning advice, keep in touch with your turning buddies
or just shoot the breeze with other members.

Links to all of these on-line Zoom meetings are emailed to the membership on a regular basis. Make sure
that your membership is paid up and that we have your current email address to ensure you continue to receive these meeting invitation links. As always, we ask that you don’t share these links with non-members.
If you would like to invite a friend to attend a meeting as a guest, please have them email president@gvwg.ca
and they will be send an invitation link.
Unfortunately, we’ve had to temporarily set aside our Design Discussion and the Focus on Fundamentals
due to time and technical constraints. We have considered holding Focus On Fundamentals on another
evenings but we are also concerned about “Zoom Fatigue” and being able to consistently provide an FoF demonstrator with the abilities to demonstrate from their locations. Hopefully, we will find a way to bring FoF
back to life online. Sadly, due to the nature of the Design Discussion, it is not practical to conduct online and
will be postponed until we can once again meet in person.
If you have ideas or suggestions on how we can continue to improve, would like to volunteer to provide
demonstrations, wish to let us know what’s working or not working for you, or just want to let us know how
we’re doing please contact me at president@gvwg.ca. We always welcome all comments, suggestions and
volunteers.
I hope many of you have been busy at your lathes working on your 2x4 Challenge project for our September
meeting. I very much look forward to seeing your projects and being surprised and impressed with everyone’s creativity and ingenuity in interpreting this challenge.
As always, please try to photograph your projects and send the photos to editor@gvwg.ca.
Stay well,

Steve
President’s Challenge:
•

September – 2x4 Challenge

•

October – Hollow Vessel

Front Cover:
Steve Hansen—Moon over Kingwood Arson torched Japanese Walnut, Yellow
Cypress, Para Kingwood
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Editor's Notes
By Bruce Campbell
I just reviewed Steve’s column and my own from last month. Together they tell a great
story of resilience and determination to keep the GVWG going into its 21 st year. We
were very lucky to have started the Guild when we did in 1999. There was clearly a
pent-up demand for the kind of group we started. We saw this by the 45+ people who
showed up at that first meetin. By November it was over 60 and continued to expand
as we matured as a group.
But, 2020 has been a real challenge for us all. I will not repeat our successes – Steve
did that very well in his column. But, I will add my voice to the call for each and every
member to stick with the Guild. Yes, it is different and yes, some things are missing.
But we still offer a wealth of information, entertainment, and fun in every meeting. Unlike taxes, 100% of your membership dues go to doing stuff for you. Such a deal!
Please support the Guild by renewing your membership and joining the ZOOM-based
activities that are offered. Each of us could probably get through this individually but it
will be much more fun to do it together.

Bruce Campbell Steve Fairbairn
Editor

Publisher
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Tech Talk
By Bruce Campbell
Tech Talk continues to be held at 7:00 PM
on the Monday evening following our
Guild Zoom meeting.
We will stay with
this arrangement as long as we are ZOOMing rather than meeting at Sapperton Hall.
As usual, a link to the session will be
emailed to all members. Please join in and
bring along your question and share you
experiences.
Inks, Dyes, and Archival Quality We
began the meeting this month by talking
about the archival qualities of inks and
dyes. Several people reported their experiences that inks and dyes fade noticeably,
especially when exposed to sunlight. This
matches the “common” wisdom that is being shared by many makers. In spite of the
claims of many makers that their products
are good for hundreds of year, this does
not match with experience. If you want
your coloured piece to look good for many
years consider using acrylic products.
Tiny Cameras Since Trent Bosch introduced his excellent Visualizer for hollowing people have begun making their own
versions. Steve Hansen showed his system
a few years ago along with several unique
additions. Steve Fairbairn has joined in
and reports that he has found an excellent
and inexpensive tiny camera that he intends to use is his setup. Here is the Amazon.ca for it.
https://www.amazon.ca/BlueFishCam-

Security-CameraLens-1000TVL-Camera/
dp/B00MYP3DWG/ref=sr_1_3?
dchild=1&keywords=BlueFishCam+Mini+
CCTV+Camera&qid=1599021398&sr=8-3
Dyeing Cactus Juice Gary has continued his exploration of Cactus Juice, a
product used to stabilize soft/punky wood.
Gary wanted to see if he could colour the
mixture and create multi-couloured
blanks. He reports good success with Lumilite dyes (https://www.alumilite.com).
We look forward to some examples in the
near future, Gary.
Gooseneck Hollowing Tool Dustin
asked for comments on a gooseneck hollowing tool that he had acquired.

Gooseneck Hollowing Cutter & Brace
My opinion is that these tools are very dif(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

ficult to use and require a lot of experience.
They must be supported behind the bend
leaving 4-5 inches overhanging to toolrest.
And, without any physical way to stop the tool
from torqueing over, it can be quite dangerous. To begin hollowing, I recommend a tool
similar to the Sorby H0506 or the smaller version.

And, PS, I too started with a gooseneck tool
that proved quite ineffective until I had more
experience.
Aggressive Rotary Burrs Chris gave us
and update on his efforts to find a better
way to carve feet on his turned dishes. We
had suggested more aggressive rotary burrs
and he found the Typhon brand to be a big
improvement. There are a wide variety of
profiles, shaft sizes, and grades of coarseness allowing for lots of flexibility.

Sorby H0506
This tool is much safer, has interchangeable
tips, and has a flat side on the shaft to help
with counter-rotation.
This lead to a discussion of other hollowing
system with inherent counter-rotation features. This includes rear-captured systems,
front captured setups, articulating arms, outriggers and more. I highly recommend that
anyone wanting to begin hollow turning
spend some time on the phone or in the studio of someone with prior experience. I have
tried all the system mentioned above and have
spent much more money of hollowing tools
than I should have. I would be pleased to help
others not to repeat the mistakes I have made.

Typhoon Burrs
There are other excellent manufactures of
such burrs including Kutzall, Foredom, and
others. One unique cutter that I like is the

(Continued on page 7)
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triangular cutters from Rotary Chisel
(www.rotarychisel.com). These remove
wood very well and yet are remarkably
controllable in spite of the appearance.
Signing Your Work Scott asked for
feedback on the inexpensive laser engravers on the market to help him sign his
works. Steve, who have a lot of experience with laser engravers, warned that the
small “hobby” units are very underpowered and therefore take a long time to do
a similar job as a commercial unit. That
combined with other important factors
like how various wood react to lasers, how
to handle various finished, etc., make
hobby lasers less attractive.
A viable alternative is to join a maker
space like Vancouver Hack Space. For a

membership fee and some training you
can get access to a full-function laser engraver.
Scott’s questions lead to other discussions
on signing our work. Some use metal engraver tools with the hardened tip sharpened to a needle-point. Cindy Gibbons
demonstrated how a low-temperature pyrography burner can be used. Custom–
made branding irons (electric and torch
heated) are available, and NSK airturbine units with spiral needle-point
burrs work as well.
Our last meeting was a good ZOOM session
with nearly 20 participants. Please make
our next session ass successful by joining us
at 7:00 on Monday September 28th. As usual, all the ZOOM details will be emailed to
you before the meeting. I look forward to
seeing you there.

D-Way Hollowing Tool
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Annual Dues are Due
The Guild’s fiscal year is from September to August so our dues are due at the September
meeting. If we were meeting in person we would all flood Bob with our cheques and cash
and he would patiently gather it all up and issue receipts. However, this year we need to do
this online. Our annual membership dues are still $50.00 and we can pay two ways:
1.

By electronic eTransfer via email sent to treasurer@gvwg.ca
or

2. By regular mail to with a cheque payable to Greater Vancouver
Woodturners Guild or GVWG sent to:
Treasurer
c/o Bob James
#8—13400 Princess Street
Richmond, BC
V7E 6R5
These are extraordinary times and our Board has worked tirelessly to keep the Guild active
and relevant though it all. By renewing your membership you will help to ensure that we
can continue to function.
Please renew and continue to participate in the GVWG so 2020-21 is just as successful as
our previous 20 years.

GVWG
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What’s Up for 2020-21
By Brian Lunt

We Cannot Travel The World … So We Are Bringing
The World Us
This year we will feature at least 7 world class turners as part of
our education demonstration programme. See below for our excellent line-up.
Unlike the $35 fee for Saturday demos at Sapperton Hall, these demonstrations
will happen during our regular meetings and will be included as part of your
yearly membership. This year fifty bucks buys you 11 meetings and 7 professional demonstrators. That sounds like a good deal.
Emiliano Achaval ( Maui, Hawaii ) Thursday Evening Sept 24 2020
Art/Sculpture/Decorative, Bowls/Platters, Boxes/Containers, Cremation Urns/
Memorial, Custom/Commission, Functional Woodenware, Hollow form, Restoration/Reproduction

(Continued on page 10)
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Pat Carroll ( S.E. Ireland ) Saturday Morning Oct 3 2020
My main focus is creating hollow forms. This area of woodturning has always intrigued and interested me.
Over the years I have explored many areas of this art/craft and love to experiment and enhance my pieces with colour, texture and additional mediums.

Trent Bosch ( Fort Collins, Colorado ) Thursday Evening Oct 22 2020

Vessels Of Illusion, green wood turning, drying techniques for green wood, carving and surface treatments making your own tools, how to generate new ideas
from life experiences, finding your voice in this medium, as well as how and
where to get started selling your work.

GVWG
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2021
Seri Robinson ( Corvallis, Oregon ) Thursday Evening Jan 28 2021
Seri Robinson (aka Dr. Spalting) has been working for several years to discover
the secrets of natural spalting and to apply her discoveries to woodturning and
woodworking

John Beaver ( Pacific Palisades, California ) Thursday Feb 25th 2021
By working with round forms I found this opportunity to
create designs that have no beginning or end.
Even as they sit still, you can imagine wrapping around the
piece and coming back into view, giving rhythm to the design.
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Eric Lofstrom ( Enumclaw, Washington ) Thursday Evening Mar 25
2021
Creating thoughtfully distilled art to inspire presence, reflection, & connection.
Empowering others through coaching & intentional, differentiated instruction

Richard Findley ( Leicestershire, England ) Saturday Morning April
24, 2021
He comes from a long line of woodworkers, going back 5 generations.
He has written over 100 articles for Woodturning Magazine so he has a wealth of
knowledge

GVWG
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For the remainder of the meetings we will have demonstrations from our very
own talented pool of artists and crafts people.
We will continue to breakout the Tech Talk into a separate Monday night
Zoom meeting and also continue with the weekly Zoom dessert chat, each
Thursday.
Also, the prize draws for the Instant Gallery and President’s Challenge are
back! So please take pictures of you pieces and plan to show them at the meeting.
Please, reach out to your friends, check on them, and remind them to attend
the meetings. Every Guild member will get a Zoom invite prior to each event
so it is easy to join in.
We’ll see you this Thursday evening as Emiliano Achaval demonstrates making a calabash bowl, direct from Maui!
We’re all in this together. Our guild can still function and inspire despite
Covid19
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Joe Fleming—Airbrush Refresher
By Bruce Campbell
Joe Fleming visited us last year presenting and all-day demonstration of airbrushing and teaching 2 days of
hands on workshops. He kindly offered to give us a “refresher” on-line as a follow-up to his sessions and as
practice for him to do on-line demonstrations. We are grateful for his kindness and patients.
Joe reviewed the basics of airbrush operations and then reviewed a number of excellent practice drills.
Most airbrushes begin to release air when the trigger is depressed and then release paint when it is pulled
back. Conversely, paint stops flowing when the trigger is pushed forward and air stops when the trigger is
allowed to raise. This seemingly simple movement takes some practice to master since the rate and degree at
which each movement is performed will affect the outcome. For example, pushing down hard while not pulling back will result in lots of air but no paint coming from the brush. Pulling back without pressing down
will also cause no paint to be sprayed. Doing both at the same time will create a gush of paint which may not
be what you are after.
Another example is getting the sequence wrong. If the trigger is released while in the pulled-back position,
paint will be left in the brush. This paint will splatter out when the trigger is next depressed.
Joe has a series o simple exercised to help get all this coordinated together. First the makes a matrix of dots
with a pencil. This can be 4 or 5 rows by 4 or 5 columns. Then use the airbrush to put a spot of paint on each
dot. Strive to get all the dots the same size without getting blotches or over spray.

Next, make a horizontal zigzag by depressing the trigger and then pull back and draw then push forward and
stop. Repeat this back and forth a number of times. Then repeat doing the zigzag vertically.
Try drawing uniform circles. Strive to make them the same thickness all the way around. Do the same with
curves, on set like brackets “( )“ and another horizontally
Try making a “comet” by starting close to the page and sweeping to the side while raising the brush form the
paper. Repeat this a number of times to get a consistent result.
Joe shared some of the things that he has discovered/learned since his visit with us and then showed us how
he does colour matching using a hold cut in a paper mask.
All of these techniques, of course, take practice an Joe recommends that you start each day with the simple
drills to warm yourself up so you reduce the errors you might make on your projects.

Finally, Joe revisited the care needed to properly clean your airbrush. Details on this and a number of other
airbrushing topics can be found on Joe’s website at https://www.airbrushingwood.com/education.html
Once again, many thanks to Joe for offering to “brush us up” on airbrushing. Now we just have to practice.

GVWG

Revamping Battery Packs
By Olaf Leffer and Dex Hallwood
I just read the Tech Talk section of the newsletter and thought I’d pass on some information in case you weren’t aware of it. The
battery pack on my Tend AirSupply was
dead. To replace it at KMS was $110. I took
it to Polar Battery on Boundary Road to see if
they could fix it.
https://polarbattery.com/
They opened the battery pack, replaced the
cells and repaired it for about $30.
Olaf Lepper has a 3M helmet and the battery
pack died as well. To purchase a new battery
and have it shipped from the States was over
$500. He took it to Polar Battery. They said
they could change the cells but only if Olaf
cut open the battery pack for them. Olaf cut
it open and resealed it after Polar Battery replaced the cells. The total cost - $60. - Olaf
_____________________
Hi Everyone,
I agree with Dex. Polar Battery is an excellent source for reconditioning/repairing battery packs.
My helmet is a 3M Airstream, about 12 yrs
old. After not being used and charged for a
couple of years, the battery was totally
dead. . The folks at Polar battery were quite
familiar with the 3M battery packs, and knew
right away that the cells could be replaced. They replaced the cells for about
$50; a fraction of what 3M would charge for a
new pack.
Both of our helmets are now working like
new. - Dex
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President's Challenge Gallery
“It’s Fire Season!”

Bruce Campbell – Gold Is Where You
Find It (2007 Okanogan Fires) –
13X4.5 – Birch Burl – WOP and Gold
Foil
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President's Challenge Gallery
“It’s Fire Season!”
Steve Hansen – Moon over Kingwood Arson torched Japanese Walnut, Yellow
Cypress, Para Kingwood

Steve Fairbairn – Platter – 9.5X1 –
Figured Maple – Burned Rim,
Acrylic Paint, Water Based Poly
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A Closer Look at This Issue’s Cover
By: Bruce Campbell
Steve Hansen used a torched piece of Japanese Walnut about 12” in diameter and 2” thick
for this “experiment” which is our cover image this month. But the background behind the
piece is a quarantine story worth telling.
COVID quarantine has allowed many of us to get to things that we have either ignored or
simply put off. Such was the case with Steve and his wood cache (2 sheds worth). He used
some of his quarantine time to go through his collection separating the good from the firewood. But even Steve’s “firewood” came in two varieties. There was the wood that was
simply too rotted, bug-infested, cracked or whatever. And there was the wood that survived
an arson attack to one of his sheds. Some of that wood, now fire scorched was, in his opinion, salvageable.
Then serendipity stepped in. President Fairbairn set the President’s Challenge to be
“Firewood” and Steve grabbed the chance to use some of his arson-scorched wood to meet
the challenge.
But Steve has a self-confessed attitude in his wood turning – he does not like to repeat himself. So he looked for an idea that was unique
for him. He settled on an idea about offcenter turnings that intersected something
like the spheres that Christian Buchard
makes but done on a flat surface.
He reports that he is not completely happy
with the results. He wants to figure a way to
have more precise control of where the lines
begin and end. So it looks like Steve may have
to do at least one more piece like this just to
prove that he can.
Meanwhile, the rest of us get to enjoy the results of his first try called Moon over Kingwood.
Thanks for sharing this effort with us, Steve.
We look forward to your second try.

Sphere—Christian Buchard

GVWG
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
➢

Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses that
include side protectors. Use a full face shield for
bowl, vessel, or any turning involving chucks and
faceplates.

ing on the lathe, keeping your hand on the switch
in case you need to turn the machine off. When
observing someone else turn, stay out of these
zones.

➢

Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration hel- ➢
met, proper ventilation, and/or dust collection
system as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder and wood dust are harmful to your respiratory
system.

➢

Wear hearing protection during extended periods
of turning.

➢

Turn the lathe off before adjusting the tool rest or
tool rest base, i.e., banjo.

➢

Always remove chuck keys, adjusting wrenches,
and knockout bars immediately after use. Never ➢
leave them in place, even for a moment.

Always check the speed of the lathe before turning
it on. Use slower speeds for larger diameters or
rough pieces and higher speeds for smaller diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a
piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is balanced. If the lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower
the speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always stop
the machine to verify why. As a starting point,
consult your operator’s manual for recommended
speeds for a particular lathe. Ensure the lathe
speed is compatible with the size of the blank.

➢

Tie back long hair and avoid loose clothing, jewelry, or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating parts or accessories.

Exercise extra caution when using stock with
cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, knots, irregular shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should
avoid these types of stock until they have greater
knowledge of working such wood.

➢

When using a faceplate, be certain the workpiece ➢
is solidly mounted with stout screws (#10 or #12
sheet metal screws as a minimum). Do not use dry
wall or deck screws.

Hold turning tools securely on the toolrest, holding the tool in a controlled but comfortable manner. Always contact the tool rest with the tool before contacting the wood.

➢

When turning between centers, be certain the ➢
workpiece is firmly mounted between the headstock driving center and tailstock center.

➢

Ensure the belt guard or cover is in place.

Note that, when running a lathe in reverse, it is
possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless
it is securely tightened or locked on the lathe spindle.

➢

Check that all locking devices on the tailstock and ➢
tool rest assembly (rest and base) are tight before
operating the lathe.

➢

Ensure the blank is securely fastened.

➢

➢

➢
Rotate your workpiece backwards by hand to
make sure it clears the toolrest and bed before
➢
turning the lathe on.

Stay clear of the areas directly behind and in front
of the workpiece, they are the most likely areas for ➢
a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good
safety habit is to step out of this zone when turn-

Know your capabilities and limitations. An experienced woodturner is capable of lathe speeds, techniques, and procedures not recommended for beginning turners.
Always remove the tool rest before sanding, finishing, or polishing operations.
Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, and keep
your balance at all times.
Keep your lathe in good repair. Check for damaged
parts, alignment, binding of moving parts, and
other conditions that may affect its operation.
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
➢

➢

Keep tools sharp and clean for better and safer
performance. Don’t force a dull tool. Don’t use a
tool for a purpose for which it was not designed or ➢
intended.
Consider your work environment. Don’t use a
lathe in damp or wet locations. Do not use in pres- ➢
ence of inflammable liquids or gases, and always
keep a fully-charged fire extinguisher close at
hand. Keep your work area well lit.

➢

Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Pay close
attention to unusual sounds or vibrations. Stop
the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate
machines when you are tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

➢

Guard against electric shock. Inspect electric

cords for damage. Avoid the use of extension
cords.
Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn
power off. Don’t leave lathe until it comes to a
complete stop.
Many accidents to woodturners occur while using
saws, especially band and chain saws. Learn and
follow the safety guidelines for this equipment.

GVWG
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2020-21 Calendar of Events
Date

Time

Location

Event

2020
Jan 23rd, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Dustin Cook – Turning a Lamp

Feb 22nd, 2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Dale Larson - All-day Demo

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom
KMS Tools Classroom

Feb 23rd, 2020
Feb 24th, 2020

9:00 AM

Dale Larson – Hands-on Class
Dale Larson – Hands-on Class

Feb 27th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 26th, 2020
Apr 23rd,
2020
May 2nd, 2020

6:30 P.M.
7:15 P.M.

Sapperton Hall
Via ZOOM

Club Meeting
FoF – Bruce Campbell – Drivers and Live Centers
Main Speaker – Larry Stevenson – Displaying Our
Work
Cancelled due to quarantine
See eMail for invitation details

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Dan Tilden

May 3rd, 2020

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom

Dan Tilden – Hands-on Class

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
FoF – Bruce Campbell – The fingernail Jig Decoded
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Butterfly inserts in
curved surfaces

Kentucky Exhibition
Centre, Louisville,
Kentucky

AAW'S 34th Annual International Symposium

May 28th,
2020

7:15 P.M.

July 4-7, 2020

June 25th,
2020

7:00 P.M.

ZOOM Meeting

7:00 P.M.

ZOOM Meeting

7:00 P.M.

ZOOM Meeting

6:30 P.M.

ZOOM Meeting

Oct 3rd, 2020

11:00 am

ZOOM Meeting

Oct 22th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

ZOOM Meeting

Nov 26th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

ZOOM Meeting

Jan 28th, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Feb 25th, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Mar 25th, 2021

6:30pm

ZOOM Meeting

Jul 23rd, 2020
Aug 27th, 2020
Sep 24th, 2020

Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Cindy Drozda via ZOOM from Boulder, CO
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – tba
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Joe Fleming – Air Brushing Refresher
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Emiliano Achaval – Calabash Bowl
Pat Carroll – Square Platter with Textured Rim
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Trent Bosch
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – To Be Announced
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Seri Robinson – Spalted Wood
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – To Be Announced
Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Eric Lofstrom – Become One With
the Lathe

Special points of
interest:

•

Next Meeting:
Thursday September 24th,
2020 at 6:30 PM,
Zoom Meeting

•

Food Providers:
Bring your own food!

•
•
•
•

New Members Greeter:
Cathy Friesen
FoF Speaker:
Canceled

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Members At Large:

Main Speaker:
Emiliano Achaval—
Calabash Bowl
President’s Challenge:
Sept 20 – 2x4 Challange
October - Hollow Vessel

Past President
Educational Coordinator:
Communications:
Librarians:
Food Chief:
FOF Coordinator:
Turning 101:

Steve Fairbairn
Steve Hansen
Dan Breck
Bob James
Annie Prefontaine
Des Wilson
Peter Hill
Brian Lunt
Phil Vetra
John Hammond
Dustin Cook
Rob Smith
Bill Fowle
Larry Stevenson
Brian Lunt

Visiting Demonstrator Advisor:

Art Liestman

Webmaster:

communications@gvwg.ca

John Hammond
Dustin Cook
Peter Hill
Tracy Kennedy
Dustin Cook
Brian Lunt

Digital Photography:

secretary@gvwg.ca
treasurer@gvwg.ca

Peter McLaren.
Rachel Tius

Visiting Demonstrator Liaison:

Newsletter Editor:
Newsletter Publisher:

president@gvwg.ca

Bruce Campbell
Steve Fairbairn

editor@gvwg.ca

Jay & Lin Mapson
Steve Hansen

webmaster@gvwg.ca

